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OPINION

TOM Al"o-oERSOS

"Quality Education"
It seems unfortunate that "quality education" has become such a
vogue term. Vogue - also vague.
Half the time when people use it

one doesn't know what they are

talking about, and the other half
they don't. To be sure, it may be
reasonably inferred that education
of good quality is meant, but if so
why not just say "good education"?
Apparently many speakers, and
listeners, take the tenn for some
kind of code. But what is the key?
Diehards "sticking" with the public schools invoke "quality education" for adhesive power; simul-

taneously, many free souls escaping to private schools aver that
the)' are only looking for "quality
education."
Among the minority who wiII
discuss the race question frankly
(on either side) there are again
contrary views as to wbat consti-

tutes a "quality education." Staunch
segregationists say flatly (we
do, for example) that there can be
no education of good quality
without segregation. On the other
hand, some Liberal "experts: astonishing as it may seem (if anything a Liberal does seems astonishing any more), dogmatize that
the white child who does not go
to school with egroes is being
educationally deprived. (We suspect that some of these "experts"
2

themselves never had much association with Negroes, in school or

anywhere else, but we think they
attribute their own sense of educational deprivation to the wrong
source. It is doubtful whether integration or segregation either can do
much for a confirmed Liberal.)
Education is the development of
character and ability through instruction in the theory and practice of the arts and sciences. Qualitative differences between one
school and another are determined
by the respective curricula, facilities, teaching staff, administrative
policy, and composition of the student body. It was Cardinal ewman in Tile Idea of a University
who pointed out that students
learn more from each other than
in any other way.

Schools can be judged only by
their graduates. "By their fruits ye
n
shall know them. In America we
have bad distinguisbed "white"
schools, colleges, and universities;
in America, too, we have bad the
world's ollly successful Negro colleges.
There is no record of any massively integrated institution anywhere which has demonstrated
that its education is of good quality. Experimentation to change that
record is at the human expense of
the children concerned.
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Tom .Anderson
TOM ANDERSON

The amazing success of the
new private schools in M ississippi and other SOllt/.em
states is lJerhaps the most
substantive victory in twentyfive years for those who wish
to preseTve the United States
as a constitutional republic
and the white race as a recognizable segment of mankind,
A striking indicator of that
success was the Third Annual
Meeting of the Mississippi
Private School Association at
Hotel Heidelberg, Jackson,
At ississippi, April 10, 1970,
when 750 trustees, administTators, and teachers from 50
private schools gathered in a
dny-Iong series of seminars
and conferences, highlighted
by a luncheon in the Olympic
Room, where the featured
speaker of Ihe dny was Ihe
celebrated Tom Anderson of
Nashville, Tennessee, whose
wit and wisdom are a byword to millions who devotedly read, in his Southem
Farm Publications and elsewhere, his zestfully astringenl column, "Straighl Talk:
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Education is not merely school.
Our education started the first day
of our life. Education is a continuous development of mind, heart,
and character. Cbaracter is like an
iceberg: the part which counts for
most is below the surface. When we
cash in our chips for this life, the
only thing of any value which we
can take with us is our character.
Character is a victory, not a gift.

Character knows no race, creed,
color or circumstances. Hardship
builds character as forging makes
steel.
Our Republic was built on individual freedom, individual opportunity, and individual · responsibility. I wonder what Abraham
Lincoln would have done if he had
had the opportunity young people
today have. Lincoln, as a boy, read
books by the light of an open fire
and had only about three years of
formal schooling. No struggle, no
Lincoln; no wilderness, no Moses;
no cross, no Christ; no adversity~
no victory.
The very first requirement of a
school, in my opinion, is to build
character.
Schools should not be for making
a living but making a life. What
counts most in life is not what we
have in our pocket or head, but
what we have in our heart.
THE CITIZEN

Character is all that we are. To
fail is not to be lacking in character,
but to be lacking in character is to
fail.
In many of our schools there are
now classes in Communism-taught
by socialists. Having socialists teach
anti-Communism is like employing
~ia Farrow and Vanessa Redgrave
to teach courses in chastity.
The "New Left"
The agnostic pragmatists who
call themselves "liberals" have
taught our young people (1) that
there are no clear distinctions
between right and wrong; (2) that
there are DO eternal verities, no
absolute truths; (3) that environment determines truth and, since
environment constantly changes,
everything is relative; ( 4) that
"life adjustment," not inculcation of
principles and disciplines, is the
aim of education; (5 ) that patriotism is absurd and out of date; and,
( 6) that the government owes us
a drink of some magic elixir called
equality and a "decent" standard of
living. The Freudian &auds further
proclaim that none of us - young
or old - is responsible for wbat we
become: Ulat "man is the product
of his hereditary environment and
you cannot expect him to rise
above it." ~(any undoubtedly
woo't.
MAY
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Fortune magazine reports that
700,000 young Americans in colleges and universities now accept
the Communist condemnation of
American capitalism and want to
destroy the system.
The ":-':ew Left" bas reportedly
captured the student-body presidencies in more than balf of our
institutions of higher learning.
Wbo is responsible? The parents,
the teachers, the preachers, and the
liberals. The Reds could not bave
accomplisbed this unless the Pink
brain benders were running their
errands for them.
The parents defaulted. The Pinks
have taken over the educational
system. Tbe students have been
lied to. They have not been told the
truth about capitalism and the
American system nor about Christianity.
How can the free enterprise system survive the next generation if
the next generation doesn't believe
in the free enterprise system?
The collectivists, so-called "liberals,'" seem to have convinced

many of our young people that a
socialist government can legislate
unsuccessful people into prosperity
by legislating successful people out
of it. U that is true, why sbould a
man work to succeed? The fact is
that there is no such thing as

•

equality. We cannot be free and
equal. Free men are not equal and
equal men are not free.
Felix Schelling has said: "True
education makes for inequality: the
inequality of individuality, the inequality of success; the glorious
inequality of talent, of genius; for
inequality, not mediocrity, individual superiority, not standardization, is the measure of the progress
of the world."
either Jesus Christ, Ahraham
Lincoln, Winston Churchill, nor
Shakespeare
(grammar school
dropouts) could have been admitted to today's colleges. And all
but Christ might have been ruined
if they had been. A college degree
is the most overrated thing since
Jackie Kennedy.
Isn't it ironic that the more formal education an American has, the
more likely he is to be uninformed
on Communism? The more immoral? The more opposed to hard
work? and "success"? Better he
be uninformed than misinformed.
Communism was conceived and
has been administered mostly by
rich intellectuals, from the top
down.
Most of the opposition to Vietnam comes from schools and colleges. All Communists are Marxists
hut all Marxists are not Communists. Marxism is the family and
Communism is the child of that
family. Lenin defined Marxism
as "the class war plus the dictatorship of the proletariat."
Has "innovation" replaced education? "Change!" Inventl Experimentl is the cry of the modernists
-why?

•

1. The modem collectivists believe

in evolutionary change-cl1ange
for change's sake.
2. They believe, contrary to
Biblical teaching and history, in
man's perfectibility of man.
Thus they contend that the key
to progress is to change the
environment. Cbange has become an end in itself.
Wbat Can Be Done?
We Americans spend billions for
buildings and peanuts for teachers.
'Ve're obsessed with science so we
can keep up ,vitb the Russians,
who can put missiles on the moon
but they can't make toilets work.
How can we change this? Only by
replacing government schools ,vith
private scbools.
What can you do about it? Do
the best you can, where you are,
with what you've got. Give - of
yourself and your substance.
Let's not be like the feUow who
went to Heaven and was detained
at the Pearly Gates by St. Peter's
local police. The would-be resident
was counting bls virtues.
"Back in aught eight" he said,
"I gave a nickel to a blind man.
And in 'sLneen I gave a dime to
Billy Sunday. And just last year
I gave a nickel to the Salvation
Armyl"
"Give him back his 20 cents; instructed St. Peter, "and tell him to
go to Helll"
In these d.ys it is hard to think
of any giving more blessed than
giving to a private Christilln school.
Of course, not all private schools
are good schoolsTHE CITIZEN

Marxists in Cadillacs
In Pittsburgh recently I spoke in
one of the city's two most "exclusive- private schools for girls,
grades 7 through 12. I tried to be
informative, provocative and amus-

ing. I underwhelmed them.
0
applause. None of my attempts at
humor produced even a smile,
except for one uproarous laugh,
when I said in closing: "The only
bope for us and the world lies in
Christianity."
To start the question and answer
period, a little girl rose briskly
and said: "I disagree ,vitb every
single thing you said!" Great applause. All questions were antago-

nistic. All antagonistic questions
were applauded. Several of the
little dears bragged: "We are
Marxistsl" 1 turned to the headmistress and congratulated ber on
tbe remarkable brain-washing job
tbe school bad done. She archly
replied: "We feel, Sir, that our
teacbers are somewhat divided on
these questions." "Yes, probably
50% are for Russia and 50% for
Red China; I replied. And then the
little Marxists hurried out to their
waiting Cadillacs and chauffeurs.
Student Anarchists
One evening recently 1 spoke to
a small crowd at Vanderbilt University. During the question and
answer period. one sweet young
thing with his hair on his shoulders
stood and declared: 'We're not
communists. We're anarchists. We
don't want total government. We
want no government. No rules.
We believe in atheism, free love,
MAY lG7Q

and homosexuality between consenting adults."
How does a square like me "have
dialogue" with that? I merely asked
the shaven audience why would
you sit there, inert, and let such
slobs destroy their university, their
country, and their freedom? No
anS\ver.

The hippie God is bappiness. Is
free love the key to happiness?
Ernest Hemingway hragged, "I've
bedded every woman 1 really
wanted and some I didn't; and he
died a suicide.
People keep telling me that the
campus anarchists, pacifists, Marxists, pot addicts, and "fairies" are
a very small minority. Very well,
maybe so. But teU me why an
overwhelming majority of decent
young people will sit by supinely
while its universities are being hijacked and hurned. More appalling
than the outrages perpetrated by
the collegiate punks, Pinks, and
pen'erts is the spineless acquiescense of the student majority.
Our country today needs nationalism, patriotism, morality, cour-

age, dedication and religion as
never before. And these eternal
verities - these necessities if we
are to survive as a free people should be taught from kindergarten
through college.
"This is the best-educated generation this nation has yet produced; say the educators and the
statisticians. But they don't say
what they are educated for. They
mean that a higher percentage of
our students now graduate from
high school and college than ever
before, which really means very
little. One of the first things many
7

graduates should do as soon as
possible is to unlearn the untrutbs
they were taught by mistaken educators. Our progressive educators

have been stressing life adjustment
instead of the preservation of a
free nation. They have taught security, peace and brotherbood but
left out duty, honor, and country.
The First thing an educated
person learns to do is to walk
alone. We need not more nationalized educational supermarkets but
more small, local schools, and more
Christian schools - like those you
have built. We need more good
teachers who can spend more time
with the stodents than the bus
drivers do. We need more leaming
and less riding, better teachers instead of better buildings. More
truth aod less TV. More understanding and less innovation.
The Issue Is Moral
The great issue of Our time is
neither educational nor economic;

it's moral. We have many problems
and one overshadows all others.
And that is morality. That's the
main reason we're in the shape
we're in: lack of morality, domestically aod internationally. Our
prohlem is not Our housing slums
but our moral slums.
On the borne &ont we bave been
seduced by bread aod circuses,
running to Washington hat in hand,
selling our freedoms for a mess of
pottage. On the international front
we have cynically tried to bribe
and buy the world as a subsititute
for a foreign policy. This is materialism. The war for the world
is not hased on hunger versus
plenty, ignorance versus education,
8

totalitarianism versus democracy
... Germany ... Cuba . .. the
war for the world is between good
and evil. Some of the "best educated" penple are the most wicked.
You have to be educated to even
know luxo to commit some crimes.
One-fourth of Hitler's concentration camp guards held doctorate
degrees!
Blank Checks for Dictatorship
Even if there were no sucb thing
as a Negro, the Civil Rights Bill,
the Open Housing Bill and the busing edicts are blank checks for dictatorship. A government big enough
to tell you who you must hire is
big enough to tell workers where
they must work. A government big
enough to tell you who you must
sell to is big enough to tell a buyer
he can't buy.
This is all part of the grand
design of the collectivist conspirators: One race, mongrel; one
church, apostate and anti-Christ;
one nation not under God but
under the beast - United Nations.
The one-worlders say that race
consciousness shows moral imma-

turity. People have different concepts of immaturity. There was
one mao who sued his ,rue for
divorce because she was so im-

mature ... He told the judge: 'She
barged into the bathroom while
I was in the tub and sank all my
bootsr
While all men are created equal
in the eyes of God and the law,
they don't long stay equal even
there. God has his Own 'select,"
penalizes unrepentant sinners, and
THE CITIZEN

the law penalizes repeating criminals.

A centralized welfare state brings
slavery, not freedom. Property
rights are the very basis of human
rights. The right to self-determination of associates is the very essence of human dignity. Forced
equality is not democracy but
dictatorship. Free men are not
equal and equal men are not &ee.
The issue is freedom - &eedom
of choice. Freedom to choose the
doctor who's going to have to wait
to get paid.
A government which allows a
"have-not" majority to confiscate
the "excess' earnings and assets of
the "have" minority is a governmental tyranny regardless of whether it has a constitution and &ee
elections or not. For no dictatorship
is more corrupt or tyrannical than
the dictatorship of the mob.
"Civil Rights" bills are bills for
the concentration of power, which
the Bill of Rights specifically
denies. "Open housing" is another
plank in the dictator's boardwalk,
another nail in the coffin of States'
Rights, another unconstitutional infringement of property rights,
which is the most basic and sacred
of all human rights.
Take &om-the-haves-and-give-itto-the-have-nots is Marxism.
"Guaranteed annual income'" is

Marxism. The so-called "Civil
Rights" movement is Marxistoriented.
Individual Responsibility
Jesus didn't take the people out
of the slums; he took the slums out
of the people. Jesus did not minister
MAY
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to groups; he ministered to individuals.
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man can save our country

from the top down. If we are saved,
we'll be saved the same way we
were founded, from the bottom
up, by the we-the-penple. But how
do you save a country which
doesn't want to be saved?
In socialist America today, onefourth of the penple are already
living off of the other three-fourtbs,
completely or partially. In federalized America 48 million people now
get regular government checks.
That's roughly - and it is rough
on those of us who pay the bills
and don't get any - one out of
every two households in America,
assuming no duplications. That's
even rough on the post office,
having to deliver them. I dreamed
awhile back that our collectivists
had an answer for that too: that
they plan to integrate carrier
pigeons ,vith woodpeckers, forming
a pigeon peeker corps. The pigeonpeekers would not only be able to
deliver the 48 million government
checks, but they would knock on
the door when they got there.
Our total commitment, including
veterans' benefits, social security
and everything bought and unpaid
for, is one trillion, four hundred
billion dollars. Mere contemplation
of that makes one turn pale as an
undertaker's apprentice. The only
way we will ever get OUf government out of the red is to get the
Reds out of our Government.
What is this spending for, primarily? It is to promote, here and
abroad, socialism, fascism, and
Communism. Or, let's say, a good
part of it is to promote treason and
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subversion against our Constitution

history have been free societies in

and country.
Karl Marx said, "Spend them to
death." They are. But the collecti-

which the individual had maximum
rights and privileges and was the
master, not the servant of government.
Total governmeDt planning has
no room for true Christian charity.
The best way to reduce the exploitation of man is to embrace Christianity. Christianity, not handouts,
is the hope of the world.

vists don't care - their program is
one debt, one nation, one citizen-

ship, one church, and ODe firiDg
squad.
There is oDly one great giver and that is God, not government.
Governments don't give freedom;
they take freedom. People have to
wrest freedom from government.
Then, after the people secure freedom, they have to work constantly
to keep it.
Jesus Not a Socialist
Jesus was not a socialist. Jesus
believed in th.e profit motive. He
recognized that three men had
different talents and abilities in
varying degrees. Some gained more
talents with what they had, and
these were rewarded with more

talents. However, Jesus took away
the taleDt of the man who did
notlllng and gave it to the man who
had 10 talents and congratulated
those who profited.
Charity is not charity unless it
is voluntary. In Luke 12:13-14 Jesus
was talking to a large crowd when
a man approached him saying:
"Master, speak to my bother that he
divide the inheritance with me."
And Jesus replied: "MaD, who is
it that would make me a divider
among menr Jesus didn't tax the
"haves" to give to the "have-nots."
Jesus said, "Take heed, and beware

Fiscal Insanity
Our forefathers fought the Revolutionary War in order to escape
taxation without representation.
Taxation without representation

was not nearly as bad as taxation
with the representation we have had
in recent years. The collectivists
who say, "debt doesD't mean anything, we owe it to ourselves," and
"the way to stop inflation is with a
surtax,'" remind me of the treasurer

of the woman's club who got up
and reported: "I am happy to state
that through prudeDt management
we ended the year \vith a deficit
of $114.23."
A little old lady in tennis shoes
jumped up and said: "I move we
donate it to the Salvation Army."
The collectivists brazenly proclaim that they \ViU "take it from
the haves and give it to the havenots who need it so much." Hitler
said the same thing, in German,

and LeniD said it in Russian.
That is not only unconstitutioDal;
that's stealiDg.

of covetousness .. .n

GoverDmeDt does DOt aDd cannot
create great societies. IDdividuals

Self-Reliance Needed

vice

U you want your government to
be your slave, and not your master,

versa. The oDly great societies in

you must understand it, partiCipate

create great societies, not

10
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in it, distrust it, and control it, for
the bigger it is the littler you are.
PareDts should do nothing for
childreD which they can do for
themselves. Government should do
nothing which private interests caD
do as well or better. And the federal government should do Dotlllng
which can be done as well or better
by local and state governmeDts and that includes practically everything. The bigger the government
is, the further removed from the
people it is, the more crooked,
wasteful, iDefficient.
Remember, you cannot streng-

then the weak by weakening the
strODg. America represents the last
hope of mankind, during our time,
to be free. The enslaved of the
world look to America. We may
yet have the morality and the COurage to free them from Communist
tyranny. But if we lose our freedom, who will free us? U the lamp
of freedom is blown out in America
the world will be thrown into darkness.

This has been the greatest nation in history because of three
things: the American system of free
enterprise (profit motive), the
land and climate, and the kind of
religious, creative, hardworking
people who settled and made tills
country. Seven per cent of the
world's land and 6$ of the people
have produced 7H of the cars, 56$
of the telephones, ~ of the TV
sets, and 9Q:I; of the bathtubs.
American business did this, not
the government. Business did it in
spite of its government, which has
been anti-business for 30 years.
Foreigners did not do it and youth
MAY 1970

didn't do it. The "squares" over 30
and their parents did it. And then
gave much of it to the world and
to our youth, neither of which appreciated it (which, to any student
of human nature and history, is not
surprising). Only one of the seven
people Jesus cured of leprosy had
the decency even to thank him.
Meanwhile, the voice from the
campus cries ··bypocrisyl" at the
community elders and the "establishment." Students decry the "rat
race," the "crushing materialism,"
our "money-mad society" - and
theD wire home, collect, for $200.00
to finance a spring hash of booze
and sex at Fort Lauderdale, or a
trip to ew York for a parade to
honor the Vietcong. They're as
spoiled as a butcher's dog. They're
always itching for money but never
scratching for it.
I heard about a widow who
raised five wonderful boys all by
herself. "How in the world did you
do it r somebody asked. "The main
thing," she said, "was a pat on the
back. You must do it early enough,
often enough, and low enough."
Guilt-Ridden Phonies

U the campus "idealists" are opposed to materialism, if their hearts
bleed for the disadvantaged, the
guilt-ridden phonies should know
that, just to help defeat hypocrisy,
they may tum over to the nearest
pastor their new car, TV, tape
recorder, electric blanket, hair
drier, camera, or fancy "mod"
wardrobe, and he will personally
see that they are distributed among
the poor. Wby don't the selfdescribed "idealists" practice what
they preach? That goes for the
II

Rockefellers, Kennedys, and the
like.
Why don't they rebel against a
rigged communications system
which is brainwashing the American people? How long since we've
seen an anti-Communist 1V program or movie? Ever? Communism

is the scourage of the world. Yet
most Americans either jgnore it or
embrace it.

So-called Christians who say,
"We will do nothing but pray, let
God do everything," are failing
God, faith, and duty. Our faith and
our works must match His will. As
Beaumont said, '·Faith and work
are like the light and heat of a
candle-they cannot be separated."
Those who say, "It's all ordained
and so why fight it?" remind me
of the Preshyterian preacher hack
in pioneer days who was asked by
a parishoner: "If you believe things
are foreordained and predestined,
and you believe that when your
time has come it's come and there
is nothing you can do about it,
why do you carry a gun with you
when you go to church on Sunday?" iVeIl: he said, "it's like this.
I carry a gun because I might meet
an Indian whose time has come."
As an old egro preacher said:
"Status quo is just Latin fQr the
mess we is in."
The Bihle says "It came to pass,"
it didn't come to stayl Whether it
stays depends on us.
Children Exploited
Some people blame the Communists for our degradation. The
Communists didn't cause it - they
are merely cashing in on it The
chief culprits are the '1iberals
12

who have taken over most of our
schools, churches, press and networks, and shortsighted parents
who helped min a generation of
children.
The comrats have told and retold
those who would listen: "Give us a
child for eight years . . . forget
the adults - for what matter they
when the young ones are ours?
With the youth we shall take the
world .. ." Even Communists know
that the universal desire of children
is pleasure and what is more pleasant than sex? Not even popcorn,
or a triple-decker banana split ice

1

Johnson and Nixon
Well, we got rid of Johnson and
got Nixon. Like getting a divorce
and getting custody of your wife's
parents. Kissinger and James Farmer - Nixon had to give them 90
days' protection against investigation as security risks. Some uninformed conservatives still think
Nixon is a conservative. He is a

"When an opponent, declares, 1
will come over to your side,' I
calmly say, 'your child belongs to
us already ... what are you? You
will pass on. Your descendants,
however, now stand in the new

weathervane.

camp. In a short time they will
know nothing else hut this new
community.""

President
ixon's hang-up is
"unity." My dictionary says "unity"
means ·continuity without deviation or change (as in purpose or
action); the quality or state of
being made one."
THE CITIZEN

n.ever are wrong.»

That is unityl

cream sundae.

No, it was not Brezhnev who
said that - it was Adolph Hitler,
on November 6, 1933. All successful dictatorships must mesmerize
the minds of youth. Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin, Mao Tse-tung, etc. As
longtime leftist author Stuart Chase
noted in his book, The Proper
Study of Mankind: "Theoretically,
a society could be completely made
over in something like fifteen years,
the time it takes to inculcate a
new culture into a rising group of
youngsters."

And the lion and the lamb shall
lie down together. Eldridge Cleaver and George Wallace.
An American reporter in Moscow asked a Russian recently:
iVhy don't you make known your
displeasure when your leaders are
wrong?"
The Russian replied: "They

1

Most of us don't yet lonow what
to expect &om President 'i<onwhich reminds me ...
Once upon a time there were
three bears: Papa Bear, ~Iomma
Bear, and Bahy Bear. "Someone has
eaten my porridge," hoomed Papa
Bear in his deep sonorous voice.
"Someone has eaten my porridge!"
cried Baby Bear in her high little
voice. "Bitch, bitch, bitch: said
Mama Bear, "I haven't even put it
in the bowl yet!" Ni<on-Bear hasn't
put our porridge into the bowl yet.
But everything indicates it will be
a better-tasting, slower poison.
Of course. we conservatives want
perfection. Like the old maid who
had waited so long for the right
man to come along. Her little
nephew said: • Auntie waited so
long for ber ship to come in that
MAY
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her pier collapsed." Some people
even condemn Ted Kennedy for
wearing that neck brace to the
Kopechne funeral. He needed it
to hold his head upl
Occasionally, we "super patriots"
are accused of diViding our country, and thus helping the Communists. Remember, today's mighty
oak is just yesterday's little nut
which stood its ground.
"Am I, therefore, become your
enemy, because I tell you the
truth?" (St. Paul, Galatians IV,
16).

Loss of faith in God is our nation's most serious problem. When
men lose God they turn to the
state.
'Vhere there is erosion of the
national morality, property rights
are always destroyed. Property
rights are the foundation of
morality. That's the reason one of
the Ten Commandments decrees:
"Thou shalt not steal." The politician who \viII steal for you will also
steal &om you.
The new morality is not new it's old as Sodom and Gomorrah.
"God is dead" is not new. The new
religion is atheism - anti-God.
The new economics is feudalism
and fascism. The new politics is a
return to the jungle.
\Ve now have new math, new
religion, new morals the 50called liberals are deliberately trying to destroy all the eternal verities. "Liberalism" is atheism CODcealed; Communism is atheism
revealed.

If your minister preaches a new
moral code, what you need is Dot
new values - but a new preacher.

..

[f you can believe God is dead you
can believe anytbing. If you can
believe there is no such thing as
sin, as right, as evil . . . then
conversely you can believe there
is no such thing as morality, wrong,
good.

Point of View
More and more we are told,
"Everything depends on the situation, and how you look at it: Like
the wife said to her husband: "You
say I'm overdrawn. I say you're
underdeposited."
I heard about a modernist church
which put on its bulletin board in
the yard: "There ain't no Hell." and
a fundamental church across the
comer put on its board: "The Hell
there ain't."

I also heard about a new modem
and sophisticated preacher who
got a call to a little rural church
in Alabama. He announced the
second Sunday that the congregation would have to cease and desist
from shouting, "Praise the Lord!
Amenl" and other sucb square expressions.

The very next Sunday a little old
woman got carried away -

"Praise

the Lord. HalIeujah!" The ushers
bastened down the aisle, lifted her
up gingerly and carried her out.
Waving ber handkerchief she
cried: "Jesus rode one into Jerusalem and it takes two to carry me
out!"

Wben you analyze all of our
major problems, you find they all
go back to morality. Law and
order, Vietnam, inflation ... pornography ... books ... magazines
. . . Liz tells aliI
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If you were a Commie and
wanted to take over this country,
bow would you go about it? They
wouldn't dare bomb Washington
and
ew York. They'd ldll too
many of their own folks. They are
winning without it. Their own
slaves would turn on them. They
know and we know that there can

be

no winner in a nuclear war.

Tbe way to take over this country
is to infiltrate the clergy, press, and
networks, the educational system,
key spots in government. And it's
not how many Communists there
are: It's who they are and what
they are. In a way, our job is
tougber than Patrick Henry's. He
didn't bave to ask himself: "Are the
slobs worth saving?" or, "How do
you save people who don't want
to be saved?"
And Paul Revere, wben be hollered into a bedroom window,
'"The Britisb are coming!" didn't
have to hear somebody yell back
"Shut up, you kook. I'm watching
Johnny Carsonl"

•
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A Modem Parable

To Be Held

A friend of mine named Paul
was accosted by a street urchin:
"Is th.is your car, mister?" Paul
nodded, "My brother gave it to me
for Christmas."
The boy looked astonished.
"You mean your brother gave it to
you and it didn't cost you nothing?
Gosh, I wish .. ."
He hesitated, and Paul knew
what be was going to wish. He was
going to \vish he had a brother like
that. But what tbe lad said jarred
Paul all the way down to his heels.
"I wish," the h9y went on, "that I
could be a brotber like that."
THE CITIZEN

crippled brother. He sat him down
on the bottom step, then sort of
squeezed up against him and
pointed to the car.
"There she is, Buddy, just like
I told you upstairs. His brother
gave it to him for Christmas, and
it didn't cost him a cent, and someday I'm gonoa give you one just
like it: then you can see for yourself all the pretty things in the
Christmas windows that I've been
trying to tell you about."
Paul got out and lifted the little
lad to the front seat of his car. Tbe
shining-eyed older brother climbed
in beside him and the three of
them began a memorable holiday
ride.
That Christmas eve Paul learned
what Jesus meant when he said:
"It is more blessed to give.. ."

Paul looked at the boy in astOnishment, then impulsively he
added, "Would you like to ride in
my automobile?"
"Oh yes, I'd love thatl"
After a sbort ride, the boy turned
and \vith his eyes aglow said,
"Mister, would you mind driving
in front of my house?"
Paul smiled a little. He thought
be knew what the lad wanted. He
wanted to show his neighbors that
he could ride home in a big automobile. But Paul was wrong again.
"Will you stop right here where
those two steps are?" the boy
asked.
He ran up the steps. Tben in a
little while Paul beard him coming
back, but be was not coming fast.
He was carrying his little polio-
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"Give Them Grape

And Plenty of It"
JOHN J. SYNON

In New York City, one sweltering week in July, 1863, some 100,000 enraged, first-generation Irish
marched through the streets of
Gotham beating, maiming, or
lynching every black man they
would lay their hands on.
That, in essence, was history's
"Draft" Riot, as it has come to be
known. Actually, it was a weeklong race riot.
Most of the records of that furious time are no longer available.
An aging friend of mine, as a reporter on the old ew York Worlll,
back in 1920, located at City Hall
a room piled ceiling high with the
history of that fearful time. But the
records are gone DOW, he said, and
nobody there seems ever to have
heard of them.
About the only extant source of
information I know is a book published in 1929 and authored hy a
man named Asbury, The Gangs of
New York. Years ago, I bought a
paperback copy of Asbury's work
- along with another he did, this
one on New Orleans - and for all
I know both are still being sold.
They are worth reading, if you can
find them.
The other day, I reread the chapter Asbury wrote on the Draft
Riots and was struck by the essen16

tial similarity between this time
and that. I refer to friction between races.
•
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and then the rioters attacked.. ."
"Before the troops could reload,
their guns had heen wrested from
their hands and they were being
clubbed and shot with their own
weapons." "... [T]he soldiers turned and fled."
• "The [Armory] was of wood
and very old ..." Riots [who
were inside seeking arms and who
tried to get out]" ... were clubbed
without mercy .." "The building"
became "a roaring torch ... more
than 50 haskets and barrels of
human bones were carted from the
rujns .....

10 the 1BOOs, the immigrant Irish
and the ew York Negro were
huddled, through force of economic circumstance, into a constrict-

ed area of lower Manhattan. Like
a compressed checkerboard, they
were. And, as might be expected,
they came to hate each other.
That was the situation when the
war came on. And it was still the
situation after two years of conflict, when in January 1863, Lincolo issued his politically-inspired
Emancipation Proclamation. SL<
months later, Lo July of that year
and just • week before the riots,
there came the Gettysburg blood
bath, and immediately after that
the call went out for an additional
300,000 conscripts.
The Irish knew who "conscripts"
meant; they faced forced induction. They were to face Jobnny
Reb's bullets, they reasoned, on
behalf of their enemy, "the Diggers." Together it was too much.
The riots ensued.
• On Lexington Avenue, at 35th
Street, Asbury tells us, the army
fired into the surging Irish. "For
an instant the mob was checked,
THE CITIZEN
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• The mobs "surged across Manhattan Island from the Hudson to
the East River, looting and buming...Three black men were hanged
before nightfall ... the first day ...
their bodies slashed by knives and
beaten almost to a pulp."
• Having chased every black
from the streets of New York, the
enraged people began to pillage
the homes of the elite. "Give them
grape" ( cannon-sized buckshot)
The New York Times urged the
authorities, "and plenty of it."
• Despite the "grape; the mobs
moved north to the Colored Orphanage Asylum at 43rd and Fifth,
but luckily, the military had removed the 300 black waifs normally resident there and only the
huilding was gutted.
• One of the mobs invaded "the
notorious Arch Block in Thompson
Street, which seethed with a
crowded population of povertystricken egroes. The rioters demolished .. ."
• Serious rioting occurred in the
Negro settlements north and east
MAY 15170

of Five Points. Negro dwellings
there were hurned and looted.
• In lew Bowery, Negroes were
forced to cling with their fingers
to the copLogs nf a gabled wall,
while the rioters screamed madly
for them to fall. When the regroes dropped, they were kicked
to death.
So it went in 1863. So it wiU
likely go again - sooner or later whenever the races, against their
will, are forced to comingle. The
situation being ripe, riot awaits
events.
Too b..d.
But like the man said, people
who wiU not learn from history
are doomed to relive it.
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WHAT IS THE ANSWER
By HENRy E. GARRETT, PH.D.
Pro/ tur. E. t:rita.
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Q: Dr. Garrett, now that schools
are massioely integrated, is oiolence on the rise everywhere?
A: The Senate Subcommittee on
Juvenile Delinquency gives the
follO\ving data: Last year, teachers
in Chicago public schools were attacked 1,065 times; an eight-fold
rise in five years. During the same
period, there were 116 attack incidents in the Philadelphia schools,
and ISO in ew York. In San Francisco elementary schools, pupils attacked their teachers 83 times .
Teachers were stabbed, beaten and
threatened. Many, understandably
have quit their jobs.
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Spealeer Asles-

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE
We have received a communication in longhand which we transliterate in

print as follows:
Oxford, North Carolina
Dear Sir:
I understand that you are the spokesman for white Supremacy.
I also understand your policies concerning racial equality. I know that
you consider the negro an incubus to American economy_ Now this

letter does not intend propitiate the negro and white man in America.
As I am a negro I am one who will not get indigestion from licking the
white mans boots. The question in the present discussing does not have
a polyhedral approach to be solved. I really think it would be sorid
[virtually illegible word] for one race to predominate over the other in
America. The emaciated knowledge that the negro child is exposed to
in America could not be considered to be up to aphorism.
I have studied all the mendacity your organization has resorted to
in swaying the white American. It would take a very diffident or
meticulous negro not attempt to contain the ideas proclaimed by the
Association of Citizens Councils of America.
As I am a negro I really believe that we have the puissance to
cope with the race problem. I would also say that I as a negro would be
piqued not to read all the material that you and your organization print
concerning the white mans attempt at racial supremacy. I really must
tell you that it is solecism, or a faux pas to believe that the negro must
be a second class citizen.
The negro is very weak non compos mentis if he tries to reso rt to
mimesis in his plans for racial equality.
Thank you very much:
Sincerely
P.S. American background who take being black as a privilege for being
obscenely second rate and who regard their social predicament as
negroes as exempting them from the necessity of mastering the
craft and forms of segregation,
From the book : Race Pride and Black Political Thought:
by the negro Author Doug Turner Ward.
The argument is persuasive: Certainly the evidence seems quite
clear that black people are less tolerant with extremists that whites.
From the book: Tell me how Long the Train been gone,
By the negro writer James Baldwin.
We hardly know how to answer such a presentation, but thought you
might find it of interest.
'8
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Power?

MEDFORD EvA..,""S

EDITOR'S NOTE: On March 7
the Association of Arkansas Citizens Couneils Ileid its annual meeting in the Civic Center at Forrest
City. Some 300 delegates were in
attendanc'J at afternoon and evening sessions. Guest banquet speaker At edford Evans, Managing Editor of THE CITIZEN, spoke on
"The Death of the Public Schools."
A portion of his address foUows.

***

Liberals like to say that the failure of integration is due to the fact
that the Washington schools are
not actually integrated. "1be
schools here: writes a reporter,
"are between 93 and 94 per cent
black.' If the whites just wouldn't
run away &om integraed situations,
and thus produce resegregation so goes the Liberal argument then everything would be fine. Yes.
Well, why do the whites run away?
Either they really find the association intolerable, in whicb case the
I egroes should not be forced on
them; or else they are crazed with
prejudice, in which case they
should not be forced on the
Negroes. But whatever the explanation of the phenomenon of resegregation, we know &om experience
that it occurs, and that efforts at
massive integration which stop
short of massive force are futile.
MAY 1070

That is why the professional integrationists have been driven to the
fantastic expedients of demanding
"racial balance: to be acheived by
[)using~" "pairing," "zoning," and
other administrative monstrosities.
If Richard Starnes thinks that Shaw
Junior High School is a madhouse,
he should go do a study in depth
on the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. There he will
find innumerable zealots who are
convinced that the only cure for
the evils of the integration program
is more integration_ Desperate with
a tremendous hangover, they reacb
compulsively for the bottle.
To a Southern Conservative, on
the other hand, it is often tempting

E.,. ns

,.

to coDclude that the shocking CODditioD of the WashingtoD schools
are due simply to the fact that they
are 93 to 94 per cent black. What
can you expect, we are likely to
say, of people with a below-average IQ aDd DO traditioD of culture'
Waiving for the momeDt any discussioD of the exact nature of rare
differences, let me point something
out. Washington, D.C. had many
all-black schools in 1953 aDd the
years preceding. Those schools
were not the blackboard jungles
we have there now. They were all
black, both as to students aDd
faculty. While their academic
achievemeDt was, iDevitably, below
that of the white schools, they were
not centers of "murder. rape, extOrtiOD aDd fear." They were deceDt
institutions, of which the populatiOD of the District of Columbia,
white or black, had no reason to
complain. As far as racial compositiOD is concerned, the oDly difference betweeD the deceDt, legally
segregated schools which WashingtOD had in 1950 and the criminal
madhouses which it has in 1970 is
that DOW there are white teachers
as well as hlack in the black
schools, whereas formerly the
teachers were all black. Surely we
do not argue that it is the addition
of white teachers to black schools
that makes them so much worse
than they ever were before.
No, something besides race must
be fouDd to explaiD the deterioration of schools which are racially
the same as they were tweDty years
ago. The presence of the white
teachers may have something to
do with it, for it is a matter of
common observation and common
20

seDse that Negroes ( especially
Negro womeD) understand Negro
children better thaD white people
do. Negroes, to use some current
laDguage, don't have so many
hangups about other egroes as
white people do. This would help
explaiD the present decay of discipline in the D.C. schools. It is,
however, by DO means eDough to
explain the matter fully. After all.
most of the teachers today are still
Negroes.
The underlying reason for the
deterioratioD of the schools of the
DatioD's capital is the political and
intellectual leadership of the nation. At least since the Black Monday decision of 1954 the political
leadership has been increasingly
committed to a program of racial
integration. First we had token
resistance, as in the Southern Manifesto of 1956, then we had tokeD
integration, voluntary in the Border
States, at bayoDet point or by tear
gas at Little Rock and Ole Miss.
The political effort to impose integration has been bipartisan. The
WarreD Court's decisioD and the
integration of Central High School,
Little Rock, were both achievemeDts of the RepublicaD Eisenhower Administration; Ole Miss
was a triumph of the Democratic
Kennedy Administration. In more
recent years, the Democratic Johnson Administration secured passage
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which for the first time made integration literally the law of the
land; while it remained for the
Republican Nixon Administration
to impose successfully massive integration on the states of the Deep
South. Incidentally, note that this
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has not been done primarily by the
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and the notoriously
Liberal Robert Finch, but by the
Department of Justice under that
staunch Conservative Attorney
General John Mitchell.
Why has the political leadership
been so determined to achieve integration? In part, no doubt, to
achieve increased power at the
center of government; and in part,
sheer madness. The latter seems to
be a contagion from the intellectual community - from the world
of arts and letters, from the universities. lathing is more obvious than
that there is genuine group insanity
today on the campuses of the major
universities from Harvard to California. Tbe only people who don't
know this are people who don't
know anything about universities.
Sidney Hook, Professor of Philosophy at 'ew York University,
himself a lifelong Leftist, a selfstyled Liberal, in his Dew book
Academic Freedom and Academic
Anarchy gives a picture of the
American campus today almost as
shocking as Richard Starnes' picture of the WashingtoD school with
its "stink of lunacy."
"Today," writes Hook, "there is
a tendency among intransigeDt
student leaders to dismiss the
whole concept of ratioDaI behavior
as a middle-class prejudice." In
other words, it's square to be sane.
It's hip to be DUts. U your mind
is not Daturally hvisted, you are
supposed to distort it \vith drugs preferably LSD, but marijuana \vill
do for a starter.
Now crazy or not, the academic
MAY
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world has tremendous influence in

politics - more today than ever
before in the history of man, ~t
the very time when it sbould have
less. Thus the politicians feel that
to achieve status as intellectuals
they too have to act crazy. Some
of tbem urge the lega lization of
marijuana -

at the very same

time they sllpport legislation
against the comparatively harmless
tobacco, which, by the way, is as
American as marijuana is alien. The
popularization of marijuana is in·

terestingly correlated \vith the
increase in the number of political
assassinations. The matter is in-

teresting because marijuana is
basically the same as hashish the drug from which the very word
assassin is derived. Another example of political irrationality is the
uDiversal acclaim of the so-called
Stennis amendment as a great
Southern victory, when wbat it
provides is that integration must
be strictly enforced throughout the
natioD. The South canDot stand
many victories like that. Neither
can the North, for that matter.
Let me put the matter this way:
It is not integratioD itself that we
Deed to fear so much as it is the
miDds of the integrationists. IDtegratioD tends StrODgly to produce
resegregatioD, as it has dODe in
WashiDgtoD aDd elsewhere, and
thus - although at terrible cost
- to cure itself. But people who
will deliberately impose massive
integration in the first place are
capable of aDY crime or aDY aberration. It is fearful to coDtemplate
that we have such people in power
today.
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'/$1
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15/$1

15/$1

15/$1
3/S1
3/S1
3/$1

The "". Of f"or-Mlch.eI ..•.....••..•...••..•.•.
Tho
of the Rac. P,obl.m--Geo~e .....•.......
Th. N .. ,o III Am.riun ClviJJution-W.,1 .... •. .. ..
£Su.ys O. S.ltetlatlo_lft,ram .... . ........•
• .....
Cult Of (quality-Landry .. . ... .. ............• • .•••.
Rac., H.redity .....d Ciyilintiort---Geo..... • ...••
Th. Tribe That Lost Its H••d-Monsa".t ..•..... . ...
Tr.,ic It,,-Iowen ....... . ...........••...•••.
Ho ... D.r. Call It T,....._Stofft'l.t .......•.•.•
... Tuan LookJ ....t L,IHIo_Ha'ey ........•.....•. . ..
The H . . F••• tlc-"4...,. . ...•.................. •.
Th .......tom' Of .... Controveny ... .• .........••••••..
Separ.tio. Or Mon.,..uutio--eIiM ..........••... ••
Th. Secret Wa, For Th .....-lo ..lt-I:v.n. . . ...•.... . ..
Whit. T.ac:~., In .... 11.c..t School--Kenun ... . ...... .
ltadt MOAd.y-llnd, ..•...................... . .. .
n.. Great D.ult-Roosn.1t Cr Dobbs ..•..... ... ... ..
Opea Occupancy YL Forced Ho.I1~"'Yi ... ........... .
Clyll RI.hts Mytfu: "'lId Co_uftbt Re.lIties-bans ..••
Th. South c,. Sqreg.tion--Carmleh." .. ...•........•.

8"'011'

n.

Th. H.,,.. F...,y .................•...•.•..• . .....

The Testi.g Of N.,ro lateHI•• nc.-Shuey .•...........
Th. 80nd.,e Of Th. F,.......Steffg... ................. .
Th. W.llac. Story-Jon.. . .............•.... . .... .
Th. lattl. for Rhodnla-R ..d (h..rd covet' .... ... . ... .
Th. l.ttI. for Rhodesia-Reeel (paperNc:.k J .........•..
bee aMi R.allty-Pvt"" ... (Aard cove,) ..••.........•.
Ru. a.d Rullty-Pwtn•• lpaperh.ack' ....•......•..
bc. Probl.m•• nd Hu ...... Progr.n--Geofll • . ...•••.•• ..
Rac•••d Modern Sd.ae..-Kvttn.r ...•... . •..•••..•••
Childrent..llack Cr Whit.---G.arrott ...............•••.•
Goo,... w.II_S,non ........... ..... • ....•.••••
Theodore Rooseyelt OR Iboc., RIots. Reds,
Crirn_"'rchibald ROOMvelt .• • ..••..... . ..••.....••
BI..cle R.beUlo. • ..•.•.................... . I • •• • • • •
Th. La ...r.. k.,.....h......d Moo,. . .. . ....•.••••••..
The UJIoIrpefS'--(".ru ....•....•.........•......... .
Son. Of The $ovttt-..... ....... • .........•...•..

$3.50
$1.00
$6
$1.50
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54.95
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Th .......... Co.ri.r .......................••...•••
Bovnd voh.... _n. CiH••u Co.ftCil (n. .s,aper) . .. .
lound Volvma-Th. CHis•• ' ....mn.l,
hovnd allnv.lly, Orio"'t throv,h ... follo.in.
SepteMber, .... 1. .1... with 1961--'2, • .0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
lound Voulm_Th. Citlnn ' .... asln.' Octo"r 1961·
S.pt.mber 1961 ........••....•.......•

$6.50
$S.OO

MISCELLANEOUS

Free
Fre.
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Titl. C, ..... thor
U,I, Tnlth .... hovt Th. HMcr- Cook . . ..... . .. .
Pro-Communist Record of Robert C. W•• ver ...•... ..
itory Of Th. HAACP ... ..... . ...•..............•.
H ...... CP .... isl.. ti . . Sconbo.rd ...•..•..
• . . . .. . •.
Is Th. s..pr.m. Court Pro-Commvnirtl-Eutl.nd .. .... .
lateg'ation Is Communism In ...diort-h.M ...•....•.
No Svbstitut. For Victory-W.lker ..... .. . ....
"CommuldJh Prornote Iboeial Turrnoi"'--Gr.nt ... • ..
Un-Am.ricaa R.yotvtioa--Simmoas, (y.ns (, Morph.w
Reel GeNii..... nd Christi... Idul..-Hoover
. . . .. ..
Pro-Communist Record Of Martin La.tth., Kin" J,. .
.
Th. ColoSQI F,aud ...........•....•................
Communism Aftd Tho N ......CP ... ............. . .•...
Communht Plot To T.k. ()Yer Mississlppl--Easta., ..d .... .
Wh, Reels Sa, Mississippi Mult Go--Eastland Cr h.ns ... .
Th. AI.bama Report ............•.......

'"TIl.
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4G
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Citlnn. Couftcil Roadsld. Si,ns .............. . ...•...
"Nn.,." luttons •.... . •. ... ••... . ... ....... .....•.
MIssb:.lppl Fl•• C.a, T.gs •.....•..•• . ............ .. .
"Support Yovr Olinns Councir' Bumper Sticbn
.
eo"f.d.,4It. Fta. C.ar Ta,. . . . . ... . . •................
Otinn. Coullell Lapel Pin ............... . ......... .
C.. ndld T.pe--"'Rol Jon" . .. ...........•... . ........ .
Race Cr R•• lOn o.r. I" MIlS. C,.eord'-Put ....... laraott
G."eral Th.y Cou dn't Mvs.aI. C,ecordl-W.lker . . . .

$15
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$1.25

1/$.25
15/$1
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SI.15
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Sir
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CONFEDERATE FLAGS
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liZ.SO
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Use This Handy Coupon To Place Your Order
_

Pleue m ike yo .. , ord e r total at le;lISt $1. -

- -----------THE CITIZENS COUNCIL----------254 Ent Griffith Street _ J.d:so" , Missiuipp; 39202
Please send me 'he materials listed below, fOf' which payment 15 enclosed.
(PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER AND TITLE. STOCK NUMBER NOT NEEDED FOR

CONFERENCE TAPES. I
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bftl ....

o
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Enter my $ubsc::riplion 10 THE CITIZEN, One Year $4 .00
I am interested in promoting .nd distributing THE CITIZEN.
Pluse find enclosed $$_ _ _ _ _ _ __ In payment fo, above.
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